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4. Maurits: a soldier’s triumphant message 
 

Maurits portrayed on a leaping warhorse is the dominant equestrian image 

distributed during the Revolt in the Low Countries, above all in print. 

These are reminiscent of the archetypical triumphant leap found on Greek 

and Roman coins, sarcophagi, and in Romanesque churches, and digress 

from the earlier discussed awkward leap as seen in hunting imagery, and 

the transition of this image to Northern Europe is explained below. 

 Moreover, rulers often equated themselves with historical figures, 

and Maurits positioned as Caesar fits in this scheme. This is evidenced by 

the tapestry series that he commissioned, and imagery that matches the 

visualisation of Suetonius’ Lives of the Twelve Caesars.1 This positioning 

supports the notion that it is more effective to utilize what is already in 

the mind of the observer than to create an entirely new image. Other than 

painted copies of the Nassau Genealogy tapestries,2 the only equestrian 

painting that Maurits himself is known to have possessed and coveted is 

of a Spanish warhorse. It reoccurs often in Nassau rulership imagery dur-

ing the war with Spain, and it is proposed here that it became symbolic of 

the Republic’s military triumphs.   

 Van Meteren had sensed the outcome of the Revolt considering 

the Historie’s confident tone in 1614, even borrowing Caesar’s acclaimed 

Venit, Vidit, Vincit as caption to his print of Maurits and account of the 

prince’s military deeds (fig. 1). Jan Orlers (1570-1646) and Hendrik van 

Haestens (1566-1629), reporting in 1610 on Maurits’ military innovations 

and successes in Den Nassauschen Lauren-Crans, held the same view.3 In 

their eyes, his brilliance and boldness safeguarded the Republic, when, 

aged just eighteen, he took over as stadholder of Holland and Zeeland in 

1585, and Utrecht, Guelders, and Overijssel in 1590/91. By 1609, with 

the Twelve Years’ Truce signed (against Maurits’ will; he did not want 

the Spanish Army of Flanders to recuperate and regain military momen-

tum), the stadholder had fought some forty-seven successive sieges and 

battles and the Dutch Republic had become de facto an independent state, 

and Maurits was seen by some as being a new Caesar. He saw himself as 

nothing but a Dutch soldier; and as far as is known, was never depicted à 

l’antique; i.e. in Roman battledress.4 

                                                
Image facing page: detail of fig. 16, workshop of Van de Venne, Maurits at Nieuwpoort. 
1 Suetonius. The Twelve Caesars (trans.) Robert Graves. New York, 1957. 
2 Op. cit. Chap. 2, note 23. 
3 Orlers, J.J. and H. v. Haesten. Den Nassauschen Lauren-Crans. Leiden, 1610; a facsimile 

was published in Amsterdam by Van Hoeve in 1979. 
4 See for a detailed review of Maurits’ military portraits by Van Mierevielt, Jansen 2011: 

pp. 109-126. It is unknown how Maurits was dressed and depicted as ‘Tenth Worthy’ in 

his tapestry. 
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The innovator Maurits positioned as Caesar  

Many of Maurits’ military innovations were based on his knowledge of 

Greek and Roman military strategy, an interest he shared with his cousin 

Willem Lodewijk (1560-1620), a son of Johan de Oude (1536-1606).5 

They had studied in Heidelberg, which forged a life-long friendship, and 

encountered a northern European form of Humanism with a Protestant 

touch (Heidelberg was the centre of Calvinist Germany). They read the 

Classics and believed in the superiority of Greek and Roman thinking. 

Maurits’ library attests to this, as it held an impressive list of books by 

ancient military and historical authors, including Tacticus’ On tactical 

arrays of the Greeks (ca. 106 AD), Livy (200-118 BC), and Polybius 

(264-146 BC).6 He owned Suetonius’ Twelve Caesars (120 AD), and two 

versions of Caesar’s Commentaries (58-47 BC). Although Maurits had a 

French edition of Machiavelli’s Discorsi (1517), the list inexplicably did 

not include his Arte della Guerra (1520). He possessed Castiglione’s Il 

libro del cortegiano, Van Meteren’s Historie, and his father’s Apologie.  

 After reading Tacticus’ description of drill practice by the Roman 

army, Willem Lodewijk came up with the brilliant idea of how to improve 

the effectiveness of the musketeers. In the so-called ‘counter-march’, six 

rotating ranks of musketeers could replicate the continuous barrage 

achieved by the javelin and slingshot throwers of the legion.7 Willem 

Lodewijk proposed his ideas in a letter to Maurits on 8 December 1594.8 

The States-General approved the outfitting of the armed forces with stan-

dardised weaponry, and by 1599 the Dutch Republic’s army was the best-

trained outfit in Europe.9 Maurits’ men were regularly paid, and serving 

year after year, had a proficient discipline and cohesion; unknown in the 

West since Roman times. In the war against Spain there is a repetition of 

the classical confrontation between well-trained and motivated fighting 

units, and large and arrogantly managed opposing armies who generally 

misjudged their opponents. Worse, the Spaniards underestimated the cost 

of fighting some 2.000 kilometres from home, which contributed to five 

defaults during the Eighty Years’ War.10  

                                                
5 Schulten, C.M. ‘Prins Maurits (1567-1625), legerhervormer en vernieuwer van de krijgs-

kunde, of trendvolger?’ Armamentaria, Jaarboek Legermuseum, 35 (2000/1): p. 12. 
6 Puype, J.P. and A.A. Wiekart. Van Maurits naar Munster: Tactiek en triomf van het 

Staatse leger. Delft, 1998.  
7 Parker, Geoffrey. The Military Revolution, Military Innovation and the Rise of the West 

1500-1800. Cambridge, 1988: p. 19. 
8 The Hague, Koninklijke Huisarchief, MS. A22-I XE-79. 
9 See for a detailed analysis of the Eighty Years’ War, Graaf, Ronald de. Oorlog mijn arme 

schapen. Een andere kijk op de Tachtigjarige Oorlog, Amsterdam, 2004. 
10 Spain defaulted in 1575, 1596, 1607, 1627, and 1647. See Ferguson, Niall. The Ascent of 

Money; A Financial History of the World. London, 2008: p. 75 
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 Only a totally disciplined army can hope to achieve what Carl 

von Clausewitz’s (1780-1831) later had described as the ‘advantages of 

defensive warfare’ (based on his analysis of the Napoleonic wars), in or-

der to overcome numerically superior armies; as the Spanish Army of 

Flanders was.11 To Maurits, discipline was a prerequisite for success since 

he was faced with his soldiers’ many nationalities and backgrounds. 

Accordingly, they developed standardized instructions that could easily 

be understood, and he revolutionized the chain of command.12 In Von 

Clausewitz’s thinking, ‘strategy belongs to the realm of art’, and ‘tactics 

belong to the realm of science,’ and Maurits demonstrated the huge value 

of technical warfare. He focused on siege strategy, in which fortification 

builder Johan van den Corput (1542-1611) supported him with novel con-

struction, which proved to be of major importance in the early years of 

the war.13 Maurits was also supported by Simon Stevin (1545-1620), who, 

born in Bruges, moved to Leiden where he published a number of influ-

ential books on mathematics and science. In his Wisconstige gedachtenis-

sen, of 1608, Stevin covered engineering issues that he discussed with 

Maurits to whom he dedicated his publications.14 Maurits, at the same 

time, was also innovative. He developed, for example, a horse bridle for 

the cavalry that would not course undue discomfort. Stevin underpinned 

this idea with his knowledge of geometry and leverage in his fourth sup-

plement to Wisconstige gedachtenissen, titled Toomprang (bridle) in the 

chapter on Weeghconst (art of weighing).15 

                                                
11 Clausewitz, Carl von. On War (ed.) F.N. Maude. J.J. Graham (trans.). Harmondsworth 

and New York, 1968: pp: 264-269. 
12 Rothenberg, G. E. ‘Maurice of Nassau, Gustavus Adolphus, Raimondo Montecuccoli 

and the ‘Military Revolution’ of the seventeenth century.’ In Paret, Gordon and Gilbert 

1986: p. 48. See also Roberts, M. ‘The Military Revolution, 1550-1660.’ In Rogers, Clif-

ford (ed.). The Military Revolution Debate: Readings on the Transformation of Early 

Modern Europe. Boulder, CO, 1995, pp. 13-35. Eric Swart, on the other hand, argues that 

William of Orange had already set the professionalization of the Dutch army in motion. 

See Swart 2006: pp. 30-41. 
13 Willem Lodewijk also used the expertise of his secretary Everhard van Reyd (who later 

wrote down his memoirs). Schulten notes that already in 1570 the Spaniard Sancho de 

Londoño had committed his ideas to paper, which was published in 1594; Discurso  sobre 

la forma de reducir la Discipline Militar a mejor y antiguo estado. Ministerio De Defensa, 

Secretaría General Técnica (ed.). Madrid, 1993: p. 43. In this Lodoño argued that, whilst 

Roman weaponry was fundamentally different from the 16th century, these exercise meth-

ods should be adopted as standard practice. Schulten 2000-01: p. 18. The Spanish Tercios 

may have picked-up these practices too, but were probably unable to implement them for 

lack of funding and mutiny by their underpaid mercenaries. 
14 Deursen, A. Th. van. ‘Maurits.’ In Tamse 1979: p. 92. 
15 Stevin, Simon. Byvough der Weeghconst. Section 4, ‘Toomprang,’ Leiden, 1605. See 

also De werken van J. van den Vondel (revised by J.H.W. Unger), Volumes 19-20, Leiden 

1657, De XXXI Harpzang, note 35. ‘... Men weet dat Prins Maurits er een nieuwe uitvond 

en Simon Stevin naar aanleiding daarvan een werkje schreef over den toomprangkunst.’  
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 Already in his time Maurits was compared with antiquity’s great 

soldiers, in particular to Caesar (100-44 BC). In Van Meteren’s Historie, 

as earlier noted, Maurits is depicted on fol. 214 (fig. 1) as the triumphant 

hero on a leaping horse. Below the image is inscribed: Mauritius D.G. 

Natus Princeps Auraicæ… Venit, Vidit, Vincit… ‘He came, he saw, he 

conquered’, the very message Caesar conveyed to the Senate characteris-

ing his speedy victory over the King of Pontus.16 This is the clearest form 

of positioning encountered in this study so far. In an English book on 

military strategy of 1616, Maurits is depicted on the front-page illustra-

tion receiving the sword, and presumably also the military ability, from 

Alexander the Great.17 The French Calvinist preacher in Leiden, Richard 

Jean de Nerée (1579-1628), referred to Maurits in his sermons as the new 

Alexander the Great and as Caesar.18 And, during speeches held by Hugo 

de Groot (1583-1645) after the victory at Nieuwpoort in 1600, he used 

Caesar’s oration at the Rubicon as told by Marcus Annaeus Lucanus (39-

65 AD) as his format,19 and employed similarities of the occasions and 

wove Caesar’s key remarks through the battle story. 

  Jacques de Gheyn II (1565-1629) wrote in the foreword to his 

renowned and internationally published military manual The Exercise of 

Armes of 1607, that Maurits’ exercising of the troops was based on those 

of classical military leaders.20 Although the book was finished around the 

turn of the century, it was withheld from publication until later in order to 

keep the information from the enemy. The book was a great international 

success; it was translated in five languages and distributed with privileges 

granted by the States-General.21 It should be noted that whilst Maurits and 

the States-General continued to quarrel over the usefulness of the battle at 

Nieuwpoort, they also commemorated Maurits for its outcome. Indeed, 

they commissioned a medal designed by De Gheyn, in which the battle is 

commemorated by way of an equestrian image of Maurits (fig. 2, the re-

                                                
16 Suetonius recalls that ‘I came, I saw, I conquered’ was written on a victory wagon, indi-

cating the speed with which Caesar had acted. See Suetonius, Loeb Classical Library, 

1913: paragraphs 37: p. 52. See also Graves: paragraphs 35-37.  
17 Bingham, John. ‘The Tactics of Aelian.’ London, 1616, quoted in Goldsworthy, Adrian 

Keith, The Roman Army at War, 100BC-200AD, Cambridge, 1998: pp. 192-193. 
18 Schulten 2000-01: p. 20. 
19 Eijffinger, Arthur. ‘De dichter Hugo de Groot.’ Forum der letteren, 19 (1978): pp. 212-

226. 
20 Gheyn, Jacob de, II. Wapenhandelinghe van roers musquetten ende spiessen: achter-

volghende de ordre van syn excellentie Maurits prince van Orangie grave van Nassau. 

Haarlem, 1607. De Gheyn’s book was published in large format and contained 117 decora-

tive drawings of soldiers bearing arms, but was mainly composed by Willem Lodewijk’s 

brother Johan VII (1561-1623). The book was published among others in France, England, 

and Germany. 
21 Regteren Altena, J.Q. van. Jacques de Gheyn, Three Generations. The Hague, 1983. Vol. 

1: p. 63-64, figure 50.  
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verse is embellished by the captured redoubt of St. Andries). De Gheyn 

did not portray Maurits as popularized a decade later by the Historie, but 

in the manner of the Burgundian knight; seen on his horse en silhouette, 

with raised sword, and dressed in armour. Van Oostsanen had portrayed a 

victorious St. Adrian in a similar fashion in 1510 (Chap. 1, fig. 8). 

The Nine Worthies and Twelve Heroes series 

At the time it was not unusual that a contemporary Worthy was added as 

tenth to the traditional list of nine of antiquity’s heroes.22 In the late 16th
 

century, tapestries were known in Holland that had been augmented by a 

Tenth Worthy, who presumably represented Maurits.23 Indeed, according 

to the Nassau inventory of 1632, a number of tapestry sets were stored in 

the attic of the Stadholderate Quarters in de Oude Hof (Huis Noordeinde), 

of among others the Nine Worthies including Maurits as Tenth Worthy, 

and a set of seven pieces showing the history of Julius Caesar.24  

 The question arises regarding who may have commissioned these 

tapestries series. Frederik Hendrik may have done so when he succeeded 

Maurits in 1625.25 However, would he not have added himself as Tenth 

Worthy? Particularly since the inventory also records that Frederik Hen-

drik had his own set of seven pieces of Caesar on display in his reception 

hall; a set of ten pieces of Caesar in the dining room; and histories among 

others of Alexander and Hercules, in various other chambers. In other 

words, both stadholders had their own tapestry series as befitting the aris-

tocratic tradition of thus being associated with historical figures. But, it is 

unknown if this ‘portable’ propaganda was used as such, for there are no 

records of these tapestries having been sighted elsewhere. 

                                                
22 For example, in 1332 Jan van Beaumont (a brother of Count Willem III of Holland and 

Henegouwen) was added as Tenth Worthies after having removed Edward II from the 

English throne in favour of Isabella of England and her son Edward III, the future husband 

of Isabella van Henegouwen. See Anrooij 1997: p. 100. The first Tenth Worthy was re-

corded in the Chronicon by monk Wilhelmus Procurator from Egmond. The other Tenth 

Worthies are Stadholder-king William III and Bertrand du Guesclin. 
23 Schroeder, H. Der Topos der Nine Worthies in Literatur und bilder Kunst. Göttingen, 

1971. From the same author: ‘The Nine Worthies. A supplement.’ Archiv für das Studium 

der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen 133 (1981): pp. 330-340. See also Schmidt, V.M. 

‘De Negen Besten in de Nederlanden.’ Antiek 25 (1990-1991): pp. 443-449. 
24 Drossaers, S.W.A., and Th. H. Lunsingh Scheurleer, 1974-1976. Inventarissen, dl. I 

(Stadhoudelijk Kwartier en Noordeinde 1632): pp, 211-212, no. 719/725. In the inventory 

it reads, ‘op de meubelsolders boven de nieuwe sael ende’t quartier van Haere Excellentie’ 

in Huis Noordeinde, ‘thien stucken tapitserijen, d’historij van verscheyden keysers ende 

crijchshelden, Josua, Julius Caesar, Godefroy Bouillon, Judas, daeronder ‘t stuck voor de 

schoorsteen daer d’effigie van prins Maurits hoochloffelyker memorie incompt’, and, 

‘Seven oude stucken tapesteriën, d’history van Julius Caesar, dienende om noch te connen 

gebruycken.’ For Huis Noordeinde, see Schellart 1965: pp. 35-37. 
25 Kloek, Wouter, ‘Prins Maurits en de beeldende kunst.’ In Zandvliet 2000-01: p. 143. 
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 Still, Maurits was truly seen as being a new Caesar, and he must 

have been pleased by that comparison considering the tapestries he 

bought and displayed. It solidified his image as the triumphant defender 

of the Republic at his court, and amongst his peers and vis-à-vis the 

Dutch citizens. Maurits’ triumphs became associated with his victory at 

Nieuwpoort, and invariably he was depicted in the ancient image tradition 

of the triumphant leader on a leaping horse.  

Nieuwpoort - a newsworthy story of triumph 

The battle that put Maurits’ name on the military map was at Nieuwpoort 

in Flanders in 1600: the battle that he did not want, and failed to take ad-

vantage of after victory. The States-General had more or less forced him 

against his better judgment into a battle in the dunes, far away from his 

supply lines, in order to gain Dunkirk, and defend Ostend, which was lost 

four years later to Spinola, anyway.26 The precarious outcome of the battle 

confirmed that during the Eighty Years’ War it was more advantageous to 

besiege or defend towns than to carry out risky field operations.27 After-

wards, Spanish privateers from Dunkirk continued to prey on burgeoning 

Dutch trade in the years after Nieuwpoort. But, in the next decades the 

Dutch navy retaliated,28 and gradually surpassed Spain as the world’s first 

naval power. Nieuwpoort was strategically unremarkable, but its outcome 

sparked the imagination of the Dutch and their enemy. It was the battle 

that established Maurits’ military reputation, and had a huge impact on 

his, and on the Republic’s international standing. 

 To a large extent this was the result of the printed media, the first 

impact of which had already been felt during the ‘paper war’ earlier in the 

Revolt.29 At an exhibition in Nieuwpoort, some sixty 17th-century prints of 

battle plans and publications essentially show the equivalent of a media 

hype.30 A typical example is a news story ascribed to Lambert Cornelisz. 

(1583-1637) that was probably made shortly after the battle, depicting the 

                                                
26 Cox, B. Van den tocht in Vlaenderen: de logistiek van Nieuwpoort, 1600. Zutphen, 

1986; see also Dorsman, Leen. 1600: Slag bij Nieuwpoort, Hilversum. 2000, pp. 9-23. 
27 Schulten 2000-01: p. 21. 
28 In 1606, a Dutch fleet under the command of Jacob van Heemskerk, defeated a Spanish 

fleet in the Bay of Gibraltar. Hendrik Vroom was commissioned to paint this event in a 

panel, which was given on behalf of the States-General to the Prince of Wales in 1610. It 

was of political significance. The Dutch Republic had signed the Twelve Years Truce in 

1609, and France and England had been involved in the negotiations as interested parties 

and given the necessary guarantees. See for this Gelder, J. G. van. ‘Notes on the Royal 

Collection - IV: The ‘Dutch Gift’ of 1610 to Henry, Prince of Whalis, and some other 

Presents.’ The Burlington Magazine, Vol. 105, No. 729 (Dec., 1963), pp. 541-545. 
29 Horst, Daniel R. De Opstand in zwart-wit: Propagandaprenten uit de Nederlandse Op-

stand 1566-1584. Zutphen, 2003. pp. 39-62.  
30 Braet, Xavier. 1600: Slag bij Nieuwpoor  [ex. cat]. City of Nieuwpoort, 2000. 
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main protagonists on opposing pages (fig. 3, 3a). On the right-hand page 

Maurits and his younger half-brother Frederik Hendrik are seen leading 

the way on rearing horses by pointing in the direction of the confrontation. 

On the left-hand page Archduke Albert’s wife Isabella (1566-1633) hands 

her husband the sword with which he is to lead his troops forward. Also 

shown is Admiral Francisco a Mendoza who points to the battle he was to 

lose. Above each oblong illustration, texts identify the riders and describe 

the action about to take place. These images combine the medieval sil-

houetted style, reminiscent of early woodcuts, with the more dramatic 

expression sought at the end of the 16th century, as is demonstrated by the 

horses’ flowing manes, and as seen in Giambologna’s Cosimo I.  

 During this period ancient imagery of horseman leaping over 

fallen enemy enjoyed a revival. Dissimilar to the majestic archetype, 

which mainly was derived from the wide circulation of bronze miniatures 

and prints of the statue of Marcus Aurelius,31 at first sight the triumphant 

archetype had no such example. Of course, artefacts from antiquity de-

picting the triumphant equestrian type had survived the ages, but none 

were that accessible in the north. The question is how the awkward leap, 

as seen in hunting imagery, evolved into the more triumphant type.  

 What occurred was that humanists from all over Europe were 

acquiring ancient coins for private collections, and these also functioned 

as gifts to friends or business acquaintances.32 Obviously cheaper than 

marble busts or statues, ancient coins were readily available. Artists had 

thereby found a pictorial source of which they could be certain that the 

triumphant motif they copied would be familiar to a wide audience of 

customers, scholars, and connoisseurs. The equestrian poses embossed in, 

for instance, a Roman silver denarius (fig. 4) or brass sestertius in which a 

rider leaps over fallen enemy (fig. 5), were likely adopted by Stradanus, 

Goltzius (fig. 6), and by Antonio Tempesta (1555-1630), who essentially 

standardized this model as a means to depict military triumph.33 As earlier 

discussed, these artists had become successful with their prints of Sueto-

nius’ Twelve Caesars. The copies made after the Caesars, established a 

rulership image that was adopted by sculptor as Pietro Tacca (1577-1640, 

assistant to Giambologna), and painters as Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) 

                                                
31 Sommella 1997: for bronze miniature copies see pp. 36-41, for drawings and prints see 

pp. 42-45. See also four prints derived from the statue of Marcus Aurelius, p. 72. 
32 Cunnally, John. ‘Ancient Coins as Gift and Tokens of Friendship during the Renais-

sance.’ Journal of History and Collections. Oxford, Vol. 6, issue 2, 1994, pp. 129-144. 
33 Melion, Walter S. ‘Memorabilia aliquot Romanae strenuitatis exempla: The Thematics 

of Artisanal Virtue in Hendrick Goltzius’ “Roman Heroes.”’ MLN, 110, no. 5, French 

Issue (Dec. 1995): pp. 1090-1134. See also Leeflang, Huigen, and Ger Luiten. Hendrick 

Goltzius. Dutch Master (1558-1617), Drawings, Prints, and Paintings. New York, 2003: 

p. 91; the Roman Heroes drawn on behalf of Rudolf II, and see Liedtke 1989: pp. 218-26. 
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and Diego Velázquez (1599-1660).34 In short, there was triumphant eques-

trian imagery available throughout Europe, which again demonstrates 

how this pictorial tradition was passed on from one generation to the next, 

and was apparently understood by both makers and viewers. 

This imagery also became prevalent during the Dutch Revolt. It 

was found in Van Meteren’s Historie, adopted by famous engravers such 

as Crispijn de Passe the Elder, and shown in public spaces. Tempesta first 

used this basic design when he made an equestrian engraving of Henry IV 

of France (1553-1610, fig. 7),35 to commemorate the siege of Rouen in 

1592. The triumphant king wears the collar of the Order of St. Michael to 

which is attached the order’s cross. Below the leaping horse, the battle- 

field is depicted in front of a castle.36 It is immediately recognizable that 

this was the design all others adapted; the leaping horse with flowing 

manes and tail, and the rider grasping a baton held back for balance: just 

as on Greek and Roman artefacts. A statue of Alexander dug up in 1761 

portraying boldness (Chap. 1, fig. 1) shows how narrow the development- 

bandwidths of the triumphant archetype had become through the ages. 

 Although De Passe was the first printmaker to copy Tempesta, 

Egbert van Panderen’s (1581-1637) version comes closest (fig. 8).37 Par-

ticularly, the background scene of horsemen bearing flags and spikes, and 

a castle in the left lower corner is unchanged. So too is the leaping horse 

with decorated saddle-strap with a spike on its headgear, and the pose of 

the baton-holding rider. The only change that Van Panderen made was to 

graft-on the characteristic middle-aged portrait of Maurits with the square 

goatee, probably made after Van Mierevelt’s rendition of 1613, which 

indirectly also dates this print.38  

 De Passe preceded Van Panderen with two copies of Tempesta’s 

template. The first of 1600 (fig. 9) is a large print, in which the back-

ground scene is the only difference from Tempesta’s print. The actual 

battle scene at Nieuwpoort is shown, with its name added for clarity.39 The 

                                                
34 See Adriaen de Vries, Duke Heinrich Julius of Braunschweig on Horseback, ca. 1607-

1613. Bronze, 52 cm. Missing since 1945. For image see Liedtke 1989: p. 207, plate 70. 

Diego Velázquez’s Count Olivares on Horseback (Madrid, Prado), whose levade pose is 

often used as example of riding haute école, is a direct quotation from Tempesta’s Julius 

Caesar. See Leuchner 2006: p. 18, fig. 13. 
35 See also Liedtke 1989: p. 224, plate 90.  
36 Louis XI of France founded the Order of Saint Michael in 1469 in a response to the Bur-

gundian Order of the Golden Fleece. 
37 Egbert van Panderen, Portrait of Prince Maurice of Orange, undated. Engraving, 50.5 x 

37.1 cm. with the inscription, ‘Anton tempest. inventor. R. de Baudouz execu. Egb. de 

Paendere scul,’ Hollstein X, 58. 
38 Michiel van Mierevelt, Maurits in gilded harness, 1613. Panel, 221.5 x 146 cm. Amster-

dam, Rijksmuseum, inv.no. SK-A-255. 
39 There is a later version with Maurits looking over his right shoulder: Hollstein XV, 788. 
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print portrays a young prince in full armour, bareheaded, with a pointed 

goatee and small tuft of hair. De Passe added Maurits’ coat of arms in the 

upper corners, but not the Order of the Garter, which was not awarded 

until 1613. The print is accompanied by the story of the battle by Carel 

Utenhove (ca. 1595-1641), who lists Maurits’ many military conquests 

and relates him to his imposing predecessor: Adolf of Nassau.40  

  The second print shows a double portrait of Maurits with Arch-

duke Albert of Austria (1559-1621) and their respective heraldry (fig. 10). 

It includes the escutcheons of the Seventeen Provinces in the partition 

separating the two riders, and the surrounding landscape of Nieuwpoort is 

schematically depicted in the background. This print contains the features 

earlier mentioned: the horses’ plumed headgear and De Passe’s particular 

handling of equine characteristics, such as their slanted eyes, flaring nos-

trils and pronounced mouths. He used fine shadings to achieve plasticity. 

This is evident when studying the horse’s careful shadings and detailing 

in the print of Ambrosio Spinola (1569-1630, fig. 11), who is portrayed 

triumphantly above maps of all his (Dutch) military conquests.41 
  

 

Left to right details of resp. fig. 7. Tempesta;  Henry IV; fig. 8. Van Panderen, Maurits;  

fig. 1. Gerritsz. Maurits; and, fig. 9. De Passe the Elder, Maurits. 

                                                
40 Thirty years later De Passe the Elder used the copperplate again only altering the head 

and heraldry, when he turned it into a victory portrait of King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden 

after his campaign on the Oder in 1631 (Hollstein XV, 788), see Veldman 2001: p. 101. 

Verbeek has suggested that in other portraits of Maurits, De Passe was to change the plate 

and graft in the older facial features borrowed from Van Mierevelt’s portrait of 1608, 

which was a gift to the States-General. See Verbeek’s note in Bulletin van het Rijks-

museum, 12, No. 1 (1964): pp. 28-30. Finally, De Passe used a very similar pose in 1630 

when he depicted a victorious Frederik Hendrik after his siege of ’s-Hertogenbosch, The 

victorious Prince Frederik Hendrik of Orange-Nassau, 1630. Engraving, 48 x 33.6 cm. 

Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet. Hollstein XV, 727. 
41 Worth noting is that during the Truce, Spinola was portrayed by Van Mierevelt, likely 

on commission by Maurits. This is indicative of how ‘war’ was a business matter to the 

aristocracy, and not necessarily a personal affair. See Michiel van Mierevelt, Ambrosio 

Spinola, 1609. Canvas, 119 x 87 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv.no. SK-A-3953. 
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Publishers such as De Passe had no qualms in distributing prints 

that pleased both camps. This guaranteed sales from both sides, as was 

also the case in this portrayal of Maurits with Albert. De Passe was first 

and foremost a publisher, who, though born in Zeeland, received his edu-

cation in Antwerp, which was an important printing and publishing centre 

in the 16th century. There he became a member of the guild of St. Luke, 

but as a Mennonite Protestant had to leave the city when the Spanish   

arrived in 1585. From there he moved to Cologne, where he started a new 

publishing business, but had to relocate again for religious reasons, this 

time to Utrecht where he finally settled and died. De Passe’s business was 

innovative and productive. In cooperation with printers, he created and 

illustrated books, controlled the design, and with assistants effectively 

managed the total publishing process.42 De Passe, more than anyone else, 

created the image of the triumphant Maurits, thereby putting him in the 

same league as Henry IV and Albert, and always in equestrian poses   

associated with military triumph. Imagery that with few exceptions was 

reserved for use by warlords and rulers.43 

The white warhorse: the genesis of a new tradition 

In spite of all his military accomplishments, Maurits did not commission 

equestrian works of art with which he could have commemorated his 

military victories. It could not have gone unnoticed that many of his peers 

had equestrian portraits made. Indeed, the Duke of Lerma, Philip III’s 

foreign minister (1552/53-1625, highest rank below the monarch), com-

missioned Rubens to portray him on horseback in 1603, shortly after 

Spain’s defeat at Nieuwpoort.44 Moreover, contemporary historians were 

unanimous about the impact of Maurits’ actions in the provinces, particu-

larly as these flourished notwithstanding the cost of the war.45 Therefore, 

in the wake of Nieuwpoort, when Maurits was at the height of his popu-

larity, when the conflict with Johan van Oldenbarnevelt (1547-1619) was 

yet to emerge, he could have been regally portrayed, indeed, his courtiers 

urged for him being elevated to Count of Holland and Zeeland.46 Yet, if 

                                                
42 Veldman, I.M. Profit and Pleasure. Print Books by Crispijn de Passe. Rotterdam, 2001. 
43 Notable exceptions are, Peter Paul Rubens, Equestrian Portrait of Giancarlo Doria, ca. 

1606. Canvas, 265 x 188 cm. Florence, Palazzo Vecchio; and two engravings by Thomas 

Cockson of resp. George Clifford, 3rd Earl of Cumberland, ca. 1599, and, Charles Blount, 

Earl of Devonshire, ca. 1606. See for these Liedtke 1989: p. 222, plates 86, 87.  
44 Peter Paul Rubens, Equestrian Portrait of the Duke of Lerma, 1603 Canvas, 283 x 200 

cm. Madrid, Prado. See for this Liedtke 1989: p. 228, plate 94. 
45 Geyl, Deel II, 1581-1648, quoting C.P. Hooft, burgomaster of Amsterdam, ‘Al de 

wereld is bekend dat in plaats daar de nature van ‘t oorlog doorgaans is landen ende luiden 

te verderven, deze landen ter contraire daarbij merkelijk zijn verbeterd.’ p. 382. 
46 So far, however, he was only Count of Nassau, his elder brother Filips Willem, Prince of 

Orange being held captive in Spain. Both nationally and internationally Maurits’ elevation 
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anyone doubted his ability to become sovereign it was Maurits himself. 

He was not suited to that higher office, and fully realised this.47 Maurits 

was and remained the true soldier. He dressed in brownish-green as can 

be seen in many of his portraits, particularly those by Van Mierevelt, and 

stayed near the battlefront almost until his death. 

 Maurits never married, but, sufficiently aware of the dynastic   

implications, forced on his deathbed his half-brother Frederik Hendrik to 

do so. Maurits had many ‘nightingales’, which led to frowns, illegitimate 

offspring, and some nasty press. He enjoyed a warm relationship with 

Margaretha van Mechelen (ca. 1581-1662) that lasted for years, but could 

not be formally consummated because of her Catholicism and difference 

in social standing. She lived near the stadholderate court in The Hague, 

but also in one of Maurits’ country houses in Rijswijk, which was con-

veniently situated near the stables that he visited practically daily when he 

was in residence.48 

 The stadholder’s main pastime was his collection of horses. The 

plans for new stables on the same site, finished in 1625, and enormous 

breeding programmes, have been well documented.49 At the beginning of 

the 17th century, there was an increased use of horses for carriage riding, 

for which Frisian horses were particularly well suited.50 But, for recrea-

tional riding these were too heavy, as the Florentine writer Lodovico 

Guicciardini (1521-1589) already noted in 1582.51 To remedy this, Span-

ish and Italian horses were imported for interbreeding, which improved 

their riding quality, although the Frisian authorities did not allow inter-

                                                                                                          
as sovereign would have made sense. Van Oldenbarnevelt was not in favour of making 

Maurits sovereign, although his earlier attempts to find a new sovereign had not been suc-

cessful. Only after 1648 could the Provincial States have transferred sovereignty onto a 

new count or duke, as was the case when Guelders invited William III in 1675, which he 

turned down for not wishing to upset the regent’s sentiments. 
47 Tex, J. den. Oldenbarnevelt. 5 vols., Haarlem, 1960-1972: p. 220, quoted in Van Deur-

sen 2000: p. 140. 
48 Esaias van de Velde has recorded one of such trips in, Visit of members of the court to 

the fair and newly built stables in Rijswijk in the summer of 1624, 1625. Oil on panel, 69 x 

122 cm. Amsterdam, Collection Six. See Zandvliet, 2000-01, cat. no. 159: pp. 311-313. 

The painting portrays the stadholders with their royal visitors Frederik V with Mary Stuart 

in the coach, as well as Maurits’ partner Margaretha van Mechelen, who stands nearby. 
49 Zandvliet 2000-01: cat. no. 155-158: pp. 305-311. 
50 Leeuwen, W.S.G.A. van. Geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche paardenfokkerij. Utrecht, 

1922: p. 51.  
51 ‘Het landt ende besonder Hollandt, Vrieslandt, Ghelderlandt en Vlaanderen, brengt 

machtich ghetal van groote, hupsche en frissche Peerde, seer lichtelijk en vindt in ‘t rennen 

ende steecken met de lancie; maar zijn watt swear, besonder van hoofd ende hert te hande-

len ende berijden, uijtghenomen meestendeels de Vlaemsche’ (translated in 1612 from 

French into Dutch by Cornelis Kiliaan), in Guicciardini, Lud. Description de tout le Pays-

Bas. Antwerp, 1582, quoted in Van Leeuwen: p. 48. 
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breeding with their typically dark horses (the Frisian is one of the four 

remaining ‘Baroque’ breeds). Little is known of Maurits’ old stables in 

Rijswijk, and there are no inventories or other records that indicate if the 

‘Nieuwpoort’ horse was used for breeding (although below is argued that 

this is likely). It is also unknown if the stables housed Jacques De Gheyn 

II’s (ca. 1565-1629) painting of the famous trophy. 

 The life-size canvas A Spanish Warhorse with a Groom (fig. 12) 

shows the war booty taken by Maurits’ young nephew Lodewijk Günther 

of Nassau (1575-1604) from Archduke Albert of Austria at the Battle of 

Nieuwpoort.52 According to Van Mander, Maurits liked the painting when 

it was finished in 1603,53 but he also notes that the painter himself was not 

pleased, although this may have been a topos.54 It is unclear where the 

painting was displayed.55 De Gheyn depicted what Lodewijk Günther de-

scribed as: ‘J’ay eu un cheval de l’Archeduc, tout blanc, cheval parfait 

d’Espagne, le plus beau qu’on sçauroit s’imaginer (…) et est le plus no-

ble q’il se puisse trouver.’56 A groom holds the Spanish warhorse by the 

characteristic bit described by Stevin. Other than the horse and groom, the 

painting’s composition is of documentary simplicity with a neutral back-

ground depicting a stable with windows placed at the upper end of the 

canvas (at some point in history the painting was not well kept and the 

                                                
52 The story of the horse’s capture made quite some news but has also led to confusion 

among scholars. Regteren Altena suggests that the horse belonged to Admiral Francesco a 

Mendoza who was also captured during the battle, see Regteren Altena, I.Q. van, Jacques 

de Gheyn, An Introduction to the Study of his Drawings. Amsterdam, 1935: p. 74. How-

ever, it can also be seen from a different point of view. It is unlikely that, had the horse 

indeed belonged to Mendoza, he would have dared flaunt it in full view of his esteemed 

boss. Special horses were much coveted by the nobility, and particularly Arabian horses, 

which this horse appears to be, was a proven method with which to create prestige and 

distinction.  
53 Mander, fol. 294v; ‘Doe gheviel, dat zijn Excellentie Graef Maurits in den slagh te 

Vlaender hadde vercregen een uytnemende schoon Peert van den doorlughtigen Ertsher-

togh, en liet segghen de Gheyn, dat hy’t wilde van hem hebben gheschildert so groot als 

t’leven, het welck hy geern aennam te doen, te meer om dat hem t’groot heel in den sin 

lagh: dit Peerdt heeft hy dan also geschildert met eenen Man, die dat met den toom leydde. 

Hier in hadde hy zijn Excellentie wel voldaen, doch sy selven gantsch niet.’ 
54 According to Hessel Miedema, in the 17th century it was generally believed that artists 

should always strive for improvement, see The lives of the illustrious Netherlandish and 

German painters, from the first edition of the Schilder-boeck (1603-1604) (ed.). Hessel 

Miedema, Doornspijk, 1994-1997, fol. 252 v 34. 
55 Hudig, F.W. Frederik Hendrik en de kunst van zijn tijd. Lectures given on October 1, 

1928, Amsterdam: pp. 7-10. Hudig suggests that the prince never showed it and there is no 

account of where it was displayed. Moreover, the painting was not recorded in the invento-

ries, or in the royal household archives. It may have been displayed at Maurits’ stables in 

Rijswijk, where he likely also kept the captured horse for reasons of breading, but there is 

no evidence for this. 
56 Groen van Pinksteren, G. Archives ou correspondance inédite de la maison d’Orange-

Nassau. The Hague 1858: p. 23, quoted in Zandvliet 2000-01: p. 234.  
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Rijksmuseum has not yet come to restore it).57 A Latin couplet by Hugo 

de Groot, reads, ‘His Spanish homeland presented him [the horse] to the 

Austrian [Albrecht] Flanders presented him to the victorious Maurits.’58 

 Throughout history rulers have received noble horses as a gift. 

Alexander the Great, for instance, thus received the unruly but beautiful 

Bucephalus. But, history also knows of a long tradition of war booty, of 

the monetary and psychological effect this had on the vanquished, and of 

the symbolic function it had for the victors. Well known examples are the 

quadriga of bronze horses removed by the Venetians after the Sack of 

Constantinople in 1204, and installed on the terrace above the façade of 

St. Mark’s Basilica in 1254 (taken to Paris by Napoleon in 1797, and re-

turned in 1815, when most, but not all of his ‘bounty’ was repatriated).59 

Or the hauling-away of the English 80-gun three-decker ship the HMS 

Royal Charles by Lieutenant-Admiral Michiel de Ruyter (1607-1676) 

during the Battle of Medway in 1667; part of the stern decoration is still 

prominently displayed at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.60  

                                                
57 There is a very similar painting of a white stallion today at Hatfield House in England, 

which was said to have belonged to Queen Elisabeth I (1533-1603). The painting’s later 

frame bears the inscription Ao DNI 1594. Reg: ELIZA 36. At an earlier date the painting 

belonged to Robert Cecil, whose nephew Edward Cecil was a cavalry commander in Mau-

rits’ army, and was personally known to the stadholder. It is unknown if the two paintings 

are related, or which came first. Still, the horses, and manner in which they are depicted, is 

extremely similar, both facing left, and held by a stable boy. See also Magreta 2008: pp. 

78-79. 
58 The painting is signed, IDGHEYN fe 1603, the text reads, HVnC dedIt a VstrIaCo 

teLLVs hIspana CreatrIxVI dedIt fLandrIa MaVrItIo. Dumas 1980: p. 41. Initially the bat-

tle was known as the Battle of Flanders. See also Zandvliet 2000-01: p. 234.  
59 The quadriga arrived in Paris on 27 July 1797, and was presented to the Parisians ten 

days later in a great possession showing all the treasures that Napoleon had confiscated 

from Italy. The horses were stored in the wardroom corridor of the Invalides until 1802, 

before being placed on four pedestals in the courtyard next to the Palace of the Tuileries. 

In 1807 they found their definite destination on the Arc de Carrousel, which had just been 

completed in honour of Napoleon’s triumphs. Napoleon had commissioned architects 

(1808) Percier and Fontaine to design an arch, closely following the model of the Arch of 

Constantine. See Grant, Judith. A Pillage of Art. New York, 1966: pp. 99-101. Vivant 

Denon, Napoleon’s director of the Louvre, suggested that the quadriga should pull a char-

iot driven by Napoleon. However, though the emperor was a true master of positioning, he 

suppressed the idea because he refused to have his effigy on top of the Arc de Triomphe, 

which had been dedicated to the Grand Armée at Austerlitz (1805). Napoleon also seized 

the quadriga from the Brandenburg Gate during his occupation of Berlin in 1806, and had 

it shipped to Paris. There it was stored and never used until Field Marshal Gebhard von 

Blücher returned it to Berlin in 1814. The quadriga was removed by the allies in 1945, but 

restored and replaced after German reunification in 1989. See also Chamberlin, Russell. 

Loot, The Heritage of Plunder. London, 1983: pp. 139-141. 
60 Its stern piece, showing the English coat of arms with a lion and unicorn along with the 

white ensign, is now on display in the Rijksmuseum, and known as the ‘hekversiering’ of 

the Royal Charles, 1655. Wood, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, NG-MC-239-A. 
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 Less spectacular, but as significant, is the Spanish warhorse. It 

must have become a visual symbol of military triumph in the course of 

the Eighty Years’ War. During the 17th century, the white stallion appears 

so often in portrayals of the stadholders that this is more than coinciden-

tal. There are other equestrian portrayals of stadholders on white horses, 

for example that of Hendrik Casimir II, Count of Nassau-Dietz (1657-

1696), by Jan van Huchtenburg (1647-1733, fig. 13).61 However, these are 

one-offs. But, of some 122 Orange-Nassau 17th century equestrian paint-

ings known from museums, or through reproductions, nearly 40% include 

a white stallion (Appendix 2). This is exceptional in a country where such 

breeds were essentially unknown.62 These paintings range from the many 

equestrian portraits made when fighting resumed after 1621, to Godfrey 

Kneller’s monumental equestrian painting of William III at Hampton 

Court, the king’s main residence.  

 Two large paintings were produced more than twenty years after 

Nieuwpoort by Adriaen van Nieulandt the Younger (1587-1658), a pupil 

of Pieter Isaacsz (1568-1625).63 These depict Maurits and Frederik Hen-

drik with a dapple-grey horse with the characteristic bit, which probably 

is an offspring of the captured Spanish warhorse (same long manes, same 

proportions, but heavier on account of having possibly been cross-bred 

with a Dutch horse).64 Maurits and Frederik Hendrik on the Beach with 

Fisherman (ca. 1622-25, fig. 14),65 and, Frederik Hendrik with a Groom 

and Horse (ca. 1624, fig. 15), were painted when Maurits was already ill. 

This makes it unlikely that he would have posed for the occasion. On the 

other hand, in Frederik Hendrik with a Groom and Horse, the stadholder 

points his whip as instructions for the horse to raise its right front leg in 

                                                
61 As stadholder of Friesland, Groningen and Drenthe, Casimir fought against the French at 

the Battle of Steenkerke in 1692 during the Nine Years’ War. See Dumas 1980: p. 67. He 

tried to regain Maurits’ confidence after he initially had supported the French.  
62 White horses were not generally known in Northern Europe, other than draft-horses that 

were coloured roan. Indeed, there were basically three types of horses: expensive horses 

used for hunting and held by aristocrats and nobles; horses used in battle, which generally 

were heavy stallions able to carry an armoured rider (armour could way up to 50k); and 

draft horses that were even heavier, used to plough and pull farm utensils. From a conver-

sation with Stepfan Selzer at a Munster symposium in 2008 (Intro. note 48). I am grateful 

to him for the information he shared on the subject of warhorses and military armour. See 

also Leeuwen 1922: p. 51. 
63 Noldus, Badeloch, and Juliette Roding (eds.). Pieter Isaacsz (1568-1625), Court Painter, 

Art dealer and Spy. Turnhout, 2007: pp. 219-229. 
64 Maurits apparently never let go of the captured Spanish warhorse. Deursen 2000: p. 179, 

quoting: Kemp. C.M. van der. Maurits van Nassau. 4 volumes, Rotterdam, 1843. 
65 Dumas proposes that the portrait of Maurits is derived from Willem Jacobsz. Delff after 

Adriaen van de Venne, which, together with the portraits of William of Orange and 

Frederik Hendrik, are known as the series of ‘The Princes with the Hats’, of which paint-

ing there is a drawing in the Lugt Collection, see Dumas 1980: p. 49, fig. 12. 
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the manner that only Spanish horses do. The prince also wears the garter 

were it formerly should—but seldom is depicted—just above his knee. 

What artist would have known of such details had he not been present.66 

Nieulandt had received an octrooi in 1623 for the duration of five years, 

which specified: ‘Zum Lob und Preis der freien Niederlande un der Prin-

zen von Oranien.’67 However, it is unknown if the patent was on behalf of 

prints based on these paintings, there being no surviving prints, nor other 

portraits of the stadholders by the artist at the time.68 Maurits’ death may 

have cut the project short. 

An epic triumphant scene: part of Maurits’ patrimony? 

In the course of the 17th century horses with long manes and tails of the 

Spanish-type were becoming more prevalent in the Dutch Republic. Van 

Mander had already defined the anatomy of a proper horse in a poem of 

1604, describing them as having long manes, and being tall, muscular, 

and expressively stately.69 There is one painter who seems to have taken 

particular notice of this advice, for his portrayal follows the anatomy les-

son in every aspect. Indeed, it is one of the most striking equestrian paint-

ings of the Eighty Years’ War, for its commanding action, bright colours, 

and imposing size (124 x 187 cm, fig. 16). All the more disappointing, 

therefore, that it is stored out of sight of the public at the Netherlands  

Institute of Cultural Heritage (RCE), particularly because it seems likely 

that the painting was commissioned directly from within the court of 

Maurits, if not by his bastard son Lodewijk himself.  

 Riding a rearing white stallion, Maurits is portrayed in his gilded 

battle dress and brown riding boots, so often seen in Van Mierevelt’s por-

                                                
66 Still, this manner of displaying the garter may not have been so unusual as can be seen 

some five years later in Van de Venne’s grisaille in which Frederik Hendrik is similarly 

decorated (see Chap. 5, fig. 8). 
67 Roelevink, J. Rijks Geschiedkundige Publicatiën, 208 (RGP). The Hague, 1989: p. 76, 

no. 493; octrooi dated 14 March 1623. See for the octrooi, Orenstein 2006: p. 334, and 

Dumas, 1980: p. 49. There also exists a preparatory drawing by Van Nieulandt of 1622 of 

the beach scene in the Frits Lugt Collection (1884-1970), Paris. East Indian ink, washed, 

16.2 x 29.6 cm., inv.nr. 5209). It is very similar to the final oil painting, yet previously was 

attributed to Van de Venne, which may be on account of the similarity to his [Van de 

Venne’s] young pages, the stadholder portraits and the Spanish stallion.  
68 Van Nieulandt made a painting of Willem II and the deceased Frederik Hendrik in 1650 

that does meet the expired patent’s specification, titled, Allegory on the Peace of Munster, 

signed and dated 1650. Canvas, 135 x 105 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, SK-A-1995. 

The painting depicts Willem II receiving an olive branch from the goddess of Peace, as 

Frederik Hendrik looks on. This is remarkable considering that Willem II had been against 

the peace of Munster, for which his father had worked so hard. Presumably, the painting 

was commissioned from inside the court. 
69

 Poem quoted in Miedema, H. Karel van Mander: Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const. 

(ed.) Hessel Miedema. Utrecht I973, vol. I: pp. 222-23; vol. 2: p. 56I. 
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traits. With swaying orange sash, badge of the Order of the Garter, and 

commander’s baton, he looks confidently at the viewer. The powerful 

horse is well executed for the balance between horse and rider is correct, 

which is not something that can often be said about equestrian images. 

High-ranking officers and troops carrying battalion flags surround the 

stadholder. Immediately behind him ride four Nassau officers recognis-

able by their orange sashes. Although the sky is cloudy, rays of light fall 

directly on Maurits, so that one can’t but miss his imposing presence and 

sense of command. A page holds his helmet with open visor as they return 

from the battle. It is an epic triumphant scene, and although the painting 

is unsigned or dated, it is attributed to Hendrix Ambrosius Pacx (1603-

1658).70 However, there are good reasons to revise this.71  

 Some motifs make attribution of this painting to Adriaen van de 

Venne’s workshop, or someone who closely followed him, more likely. 

The white rearing horse is found in all of Van de Venne’s cavalcades 

(Chap. 5, fig. 1, 3, 4, 5, resp.), and grisailles (Chap. 5, fig. 7, 8). These 

depict the same heavy trunk, but above all, the strange bushy tail. The 

other horses appear miniscule; also a distinctive Van de Venne’s feature. 

Moreover, in Prince Maurits at Nieuwpoort, but also in every cavalcade 

by him or his by studio, there is a remarkable motif: in the row of riders 

behind the Nassau officers there are invariably two riders whose heads, 

and sometimes their horses, are unnaturally turned towards the viewer. 

There is no explanation for this, but it is typical of Van de Venne’s style.  

 The rider on the extreme left in the first row is likely Frederik 

Hendrik, for he too holds a commander’s baton, but seems middle-aged, 

when in fact he was just sixteen at the time of the battle. Still, in all of 

                                                
70Attributed by the Netherlands Institute of Cultural Heritage (ICN) as: Maurits at Nieuw-

poort, undated. Canvas, 124 x 187 cm., inv.no. C.251. See Dumas 1980: no. 224: p. 140. 
71 A problem with attributing early paintings by Hillegaert, Pacx, Van de Venne, and 

Bleker is that their styles are seemingly closely related, and accordingly attribution has 

shifted between one and the other. For example, the Mauritshuis, which formerly attrib-

uted The Princes of Orange and their families riding out from The Buitenhof, to Pacx, now 

attributes it to Hillegaert. There is only one signed painting by Pax, and it is therefore dif-

ficult to recognise a distinctive style. Hofstede de Groot first identied Pacx via a signed 

work, The Siege of Den Bosch, 1632 (canvas, 85 x 148 cm, Naples, Museo di Capodi-

mondi). Based on this he attributed a number of other works such as The disbanding of the 

mercenaries by Prince Maurits at Utrecht, 1618, whose whereabouts is unknown. How-

ever, Hillegaert also executed a near identical portrayal to this. See Hofstede de Groot, C., 

‘Kritische opmerkingen omtrent oud-Hollandische schilderijen in onze musea,’ Oud Hol-

land, 19 (1901): pp. 134-144. See also Broos, Ben and Ariane van Suchtelen (ed.), Por-

traits in the Mauritshuis, 1430-1790, The Hague, 2004: pp. 128.  Finally, Kloek makes a 

strong argument why the cavalcade once thought to be by Hillegaert, should now be at-

tributed to Bleker. See Kloek, Wouter. ‘De Ruiterstoet van Nassause Vorsten, door Gerrit 

Claesz. Bleker (1592/ 1593-1656).’ In (ed.) van den Berg, Groenveld, Lekkerkerk, van der 

Meer Mohr, and Van der Ploeg. Jaarboek Oranje-Nassau 2008: pp. 49-53.  
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Van de Venne’s cavalcades Frederik Hendrik looks about the same age, 

so the artist likely followed one of Van Mierevelt’s portraits. The portraits 

of the riders just behind of him could be that of Lodewijk Günther of 

Nassau, who was Maurits’ commander of the cavalry and his nephew (13th 

child of Johan de Oude, 1536-1606), and that of Ernst Casimir (1573-

1632), for they led the most important attacks on the day of the battle.  

 Then there is the question of the running pages: a theme found 

throughout Van de Venne’s cavalcades. In all the paintings and in the gri-

saille appear pages with swaying arms and hats, accompanied by dogs. 

They are similarly depicted; thin and strangely contorted. Were the pages 

added for additional action, or do they have a deeper meaning? Could 

they, for instance, represent Maurits’ bastard children? One of the boys 

looks much like the only extant 17th century portrait of Willem of Nassau-

LaLecq (fig. 17), which shows a similar knee breech, ruff collar, and hair-

cut, though Willem was born after the battle in 1601. 72  

 The dog beneath the rearing white stallion urinates, and next to 

the other two dogs there is a horseshoe and broken bridle, which has been 

cast aside. These kinds of puns were common in genre paintings of the 

17th century, and these refer here to the battle that Archduke Albert lost. 

Lastly, the varying painterly quality of the portrayed horses is confusing. 

Although Maurits’ horse, other than it’s bushy tail, is well executed, some 

of the other horses appear caricature-like and miniscule. For example, the 

horse on the first row next to that of Frederik Hendrik has large, bulging 

eyes with open mouth as if suggesting fear. 

 The painting is not dated, but by provisionally accepting two 

assumptions it can be narrowed down to between 1621 and 1625. First of 

all, Maurits wears the insignia of the Order of the Garter, which order he 

joined in 1613, and would not have been included in a portrait before that 

date. Besides, the men’s falling ruffs are well executed and meet the fash-

ion standards of the early 1620s. Secondly, in the bottom left of the can-

vas a page holds the general’s helmet and points at its open visor, sug-

gesting that Maurits was still alive when the painting was completed. This 

motif will be reviewed in Chapter 5, but it was used often enough in the 

17th
 century to assume that the artist was familiar with its significance. 

 As concerns attribution: the earliest Nassau cavalcade by Van de 

Venne is of ca. 1621 (Chap. 5, fig. 1), and a widely circulated print by 

Willem Jacobsz. Delff (1580-1638) of 1621, which is based on it (Chap. 

5, fig. 2). An octrooi held by Jan van de Venne (Adriaen’s older brother 

and publisher), covered these and other ‘cavalcades of eleven princes of 

the House of Orange’ between 1621-1627. These will also be discussed in 

                                                
72 The portrait of Willem of Nassau-LaLecq was part of the same collection as that of 

Prince Maurits at Nieuwpoort, at Beverweerd Castle (see note 74). 
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Chapter 5. Although, strictly speaking the painting is not a cavalcade, it 

probably made sense for Van de Venne’s workshop to have capitalised on 

the commercial success during the patented period.  

 What makes this painting of special importance is its provenance, 

since it is likely that it once belonged to Maurits’ second bastard child 

Lodewijk of Nassau-Beverweerd (his mother was Magaretha van Mech-

elen).73 Lodewijk may well have graced Beverweerd Castle, which he had 

inherited from Maurits, with the commemoration of his father’s greatest 

triumph. Considering that the castle was their property for a long period, 

and that all the owners thereafter were of old aristocratic stock, it should 

not be surprising that the painting of Maurits at Nieuwpoort remained in 

situ until it was granted to the Dutch state in 1958.74 This makes it unique, 

for there are few equestrian objects that can be linked with confidence to 

the Orange-Nassau patrimony.  

 The above painting perfectly fits in the positioning of Maurits. It 

portrays the triumphant captain-general at Nieuwpoort in the equestrian 

image tradition of antiquity’s and contemporary heroes. Maurits benefited 

of the advent of the press. His image-making evolved around one, albeit 

highly emotive victory, which imagery was distributed throughout the 

Republic. Because of the media-hype, the importance of the Battle of 

Nieuwpoort became a myth, and, contrary to that of William of Orange, 

whose myth as pater patriae came about gradually, this one came fast. 

Hobsbawm’s dictum that for myth to succeed they must be invariable and 

oft repeated applies to this case. Unknown is to what extend Maurits per-

sonally was involved in its fabrication himself. And, ultimately, the facts 

became subordinate to the impact of the image.75 It is ironical that the bat-

tle Maurits had not wanted was seen as his greatest achievement. 

                                                
73 In 1643 Lodewijk became Major General and Governor of Bergen op Zoom. In 1648 

Frederik Hendrik sent him to France to ‘explain’ the marriage between his uncle William 

II and princes Mary Stuart. In 1658 he became Governor of ‘s-Hertogenbosch. In 1660 he 

was send to England for two years as special ambassador. At the same time he participated 

in the Republic in a board of trustees that oversaw the education of William III.  
74 Via inheritance and marriage Beverweerd became the property of Filips Willem, Count 

of Nassau and Prince of Orange in 1563, and Maurits inherited it in 1618. Shortly before 

his own death in 1625, Maurits gave it to his second bastard child Lodewijk. Lodewijk of 

Nassau, Lord of Beverweerd and Odijk (title and property also inherited from Maurits) 

was born in 1602 and grew up in the Stadholder’s Quarters. In 1627, he inherited from his 

brother Willem of Nassau (who died defending Groenlo under command of his uncle 

Frederik Hendrik), the title and property of the Lek and subsequently became known as 

Willem La-Lecq. Beverweerd remained in Nassau hands until Baron Evert Heeckeren van 

Enghuizen acquired it through his marriage with Henriëtta van Nassau-LaLecq. After 1908 

it became the property through marriage of the Van Rechteren Limpurg family, who sold it 

to the Dutch state in 1958. See Wikipedia: Kasteel Beverweerd. 
75 Rumors has it that in a private conversation between Maurits and Van Oldenbarnevelt 

about the outcome of the battle, the stadholder had lost his temper, even giving the state 
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 Still, Maurits’ aim was to be regarded as a great soldier, even to 

be compared with Caesar, and historians have given him that credit.76 It 

was up to his half brother Frederik Hendrik to finish the military job, and 

to enlarge the image of the House of Orange-Nassau beyond the military 

positioning to that of a hereditary dynasty. 

  

 

 

                                                                                                          
pensionary a slap (Deursen 2000: p. 180), but also this may be a myth. See Dorsman 2000: 

pp. 48-49. 
76 See for a review of Maurits’ military qualities and legacy, Schulten 2000-01: pp. 6-22; 

Kist, Bas, ‘De erfenis van Prins Maurits’: pp. 23-31; and Puype, Jan Piet, ‘Het Staatse 

leger en prins Maurits, wegbereider van de moderne legers’: pp. 23-47, in Armamentaria, 

Jaarboek Legermuseum, 35, 2000-01: pp. 23-31. See also Wiekart. A.A. Van Maurits naar 

Munster: Tactiek en triomf van het Staatse leger [ex. cat.]. Delft, Legermuseum, 1998: pp. 

23-47; and Dorsman 2000: pp. 51-66.  


